We’re going BLUE for M.E. in ME Awareness Week because M.E. is invisible and it makes those who
have become invisible too. They are overlooked and forgotten.
Their lives are on hold – indefinitely.

M.E. is INVISIBLE!

Even those closest to you may not know how ill you feel, because you will look no different.
Invisibility is a mixed blessing. Because it is invisible, many people with ME do still work – but at a price!
They struggle to work their hours and then crash at nights and weekends. They can do nothing else.
Everything else is put on hold.
Because M.E. is invisible, it is hard for employers and education authorities to understand. Whilst they
know that they have legal duties to accommodate and support disabled employees or students, how can
they believe someone who doesn’t look ill? Or who can do something one day, but not the next?

M.E. makes you INVISIBLE!

M.E. forces people to disappear - to become ‘invisible’ - or risk ‘payback’ that could set them back
weeks, months or even longer.
Invisible but devastated. M.E. wrecks lives! People with M.E. can struggle to do the simplest things and
the slightest exertion can floor them; their joints and muscles can ache unbearably; restful sleep may
elude them; and ‘brain fog’ can cloud even the smallest judgment.
Holding down a job or keeping up with coursework becomes a nightmare.

M.E. AWARENESS WEEK 7th – 13th MAY
We’re going BLUE and focussing on people in education or employment with ME.
Helping them to get the help and support that they need.

Go BLUE to help M.E. be seen and understood
Please show that you care and help us to make a difference.

The ME Association supports people with M.E. and their families through our helpline
– ME Connect – and a wealth of information and expert guidance.
If you would like to help us in our work,
please text BLUE28 £10 to 70070
Or go to
https://www.justgiving.com/campaigns/charity/meassociation/
goblue4me-2018
#GoBlue4ME

